Active Shooter Training

General Objective:
Become familiar with an Active Shooter Response Plan.

Specific Objectives:
Gain a greater understanding of what can be done to reduce casualties and survive an active shooter situation in a fun, interactive workshop.

Activities
Interactively learn how to perform the COBRA Active Shooter 15 step plan.
1. Exit Awareness
2. Moving Under Fire
3. Cover/Concealment/Silence
4. Escort Under Fire
5. I.B.P. - Improvised Ballistic Protection
6. Understanding 10 & 2
7. Understanding Proper Engagement
8. Reload Times
9. Distance Covered Times
10. Building Stack Teams
11. Armed Stack Teams
12. Distract Teams
13. Loose Weapon Decision
14. Face Down Casualty
15. CWP Alpha Room Planning

Evaluation
1. Participation
2. Participants will complete a workshop evaluation form.
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